The Relation Between Light-Induced Lacrimation and the Melanopsin-Driven Postillumination Pupil Response
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PURPOSE. To investigate the chromatic characteristics and intensity-response function of light-induced reflex lacrimation and its correlation with the melanopsin-driven postillumination pupil response (PIPR).

METHODS. Eleven visually normal participants completed the experiment. Lacrimation was measured in one eye by placing a calibrated filter paper strip in the conjunctival sac over a 1 minute-interval (Schirmer’s test) during which participants received either no light stimulation (baseline trial) or one flash of blue or red light stimuli presented binocularly with a Ganzfeld stimulator, while the pupil response was recorded simultaneously from the fellow eye by using an eye tracker. Light stimulation trials were presented in alternating fashion at seven incremental intensity steps (0.1, 1, 3.16, 10, 31.6, 100, and 400 cd/m²). Postillumination pupil response was defined as the mean pupil constriction from 10 to 30 seconds post illumination.

RESULTS. The amount of lacrimation in response to 10 to 400 cd/m² blue light was significantly greater than baseline and increased monotonically with increasing light intensity. Red light did not induce significant reflex lacrimation until the brightest stimulation at 400 cd/m². There was a positive linear correlation between PIPR and lacrimation in response to blue light (r = 0.74, P < 0.001) but not to red light (r = 0.13, P = 0.25).

CONCLUSIONS. The chromatic characteristics and intensity-response of light-induced lacrimation are highly consistent with the features of melanopsin phototransduction. This finding is the first in vivo evidence in humans, supporting the hypothesis that light-induced reflex lacrimation is mediated primarily by melanopsin phototransduction, and provides new insight into the putative mechanisms of photophobia.
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Ophthalmic trigeminal nociceptive sensation can evoke lacrimation, a protective autonomic reflex that serves to lubricate the eye and dilute or flush away noxious stimuli.1 Intriguingly, reflex lacrimation can also be induced by bright light stimulation to the eye,2 a prominent symptom in some patients with photophobia,3,4 which is a sensory state in which light causes discomfort or pain in the eye or head.4 Commonly seen in a wide range of ocular and neurologic disorders, including migraine, posttraumatic brain injury syndrome, corneal abrasion, keratitis, and uveitis,5 photophobia is clinically important, but it is a subjective complaint that is often difficult to substantiate. An objective index may be useful clinically important, but it is a subjective complaint that is often difficult to substantiate. An objective index may be useful in diagnosing and monitoring the underlying etiologies of photophobia.
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photosensing properties of melanopsin: first, it has a narrow spectral sensitivity peaking at approximately 470 nm (blue light), and second, once melanopsin is activated, it drives a prolonged depolarizing after-potential of the ipRGCs, leading to a sustained pupil constriction after the offset of light stimulation. This is, the postillumination pupil response (PIPR). We hypothesized that if light-induced reflex lacrimation is melanopsin driven, the amount of tear production would be positively correlated with the PIPR induced by increasing blue light stimulation, but not with that induced by melanopsin-silent red light stimulation.

**METHODS**

**Participants**

All potential participants underwent an eye examination, including visual acuity, refractive error, color vision, ocular motility, slit-lamp, a nondilated fundus examination, and a standard 5-minute Schirmer’s test I, which involved placing a 5 × 35-mm narrow filter paper strip into the inferior fornix of the eye without using anesthetic—a commonly used clinical test to measure both basal and reflex lacrimation—to screen for dry eye. Those with less than 10 mm of tear production on screening Schirmer’s test I were excluded. A total of 11 participants with normal eye examinations were included in the study (six males, mean age 25 years, age range 18–42 years). Informed consent was obtained from each participant. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Board at The Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, Canada. All the procedures adhered to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Experimental Conditions and Procedure**

The experiment comprised 15 trials of 1-minute anesthetized Schirmer’s test II on the right eye while the pupil response was simultaneously recorded from the left eye. Each session began with 10 minutes of dark adaptation in a quiet darkened room. Participants were instructed to keep their eyes open for 1 minute. At 20 seconds after trial onset, the participant received either no light stimulation (baseline trial), or one flash of blue or red light stimuli of 400 ms duration. The Schirmer’s strip was removed after 1 minute, and the length of the moisture on the strip was measured in millimeters, providing the index for tear production. Because the eye was anesthetized, the Schirmer’s strip would not induce reflex tearing, so the measurement in the baseline trial represented basal tear production, and the tear production above the baseline level in red and blue light conditions was attributable to light stimulation. The baseline trial was presented first, then red and blue light stimulation trials were presented in alternating fashion at seven incremental steps of intensity (0.1, 1, 3.16, 10, 31.6, 100, and 400 cd/m²); each condition was presented once, making an experiment 15 trials in total. We calculated melanopic illuminance for both chromatic conditions across all intensity steps by using the method proposed by Lucas and colleagues. The values are reported in the Table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stimulus Color</th>
<th>0.1 cd/m²</th>
<th>1.0 cd/m²</th>
<th>3.16 cd/m²</th>
<th>10 cd/m²</th>
<th>31.6 cd/m²</th>
<th>100 cd/m²</th>
<th>400 cd/m²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>9.48</td>
<td>29.96</td>
<td>94.82</td>
<td>299.63</td>
<td>948.21</td>
<td>3792.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Data Processing and Analysis**

The left eye pupil diameter data from the eye tracker were analyzed offline by using a custom-written script (MatLab; MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). A median (window width of 0.5 second) and low-pass (fourth-order, zero-phase Butterworth) filter with a cutoff frequency of 5 Hz were applied to remove eye blink artifacts. The filtered data were inspected visually in a graphical user interface to ensure data quality and detect artifacts. The data were then normalized to the baseline pupil diameter, calculated from the mean pupil diameter during a 50-second period before the onset of each stimulus (i.e., normalized pupil diameter = absolute pupil diameter/baseline pupil diameter). Postillumination pupil response was defined as the mean pupil constriction over a 20-second interval from 10 to 30 seconds after the offset of light stimulation. This PIPR represents melanopsin photoactivity, as validated in the literature.

Statistical analyses were performed with SigmaPlot 11.0 software (Systat Software, Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). The dataset passed the equal variance test (Levene’s test, $P > 0.05$) and normality test (Shapiro-Wilk test, $P > 0.05$) within each combination of factors. Differences in tear production and PIPR in response to different stimulation conditions were then compared by using 2-way repeated measures ANOVA with two factors: stimulation wavelength (two levels: blue and red) and stimulation intensity (seven levels: 0.1, 1, 3.16, 10, 31.6, 100, and 400 cd/m²). Post hoc Tukey’s tests were performed to adjust for multiple comparisons. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to investigate the correlation between the amount of tear production and PIPR. A value of $P < 0.05$ was considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

**Light-Induced Lacrimation**

Mean tear production in 11 participants in response to the chromatic and intensity conditions is shown in Figure 1. Tear production was significantly greater with blue light stimulation than red ($F_{1,10} = 47.12, P < 0.001$) and increased as light...
Correlation Between Light-Induced Lacrimation and PIPR

Pearson product-moment correlation analysis on all individual trials demonstrated a moderate linear correlation between the PIPR and amount of tear production in response to blue light (Pearson’s r = 0.74, P < 0.001, n = 77; Fig. 5A); in contrast, no significant correlation was found between the PIPR and amount of tear production in response to red light (Pearson’s r = 0.13, P = 0.25, n = 77; Fig. 5B). Pearson correlation analysis on mean PIPR and mean tear production across 11 participants revealed a strong positive linear correlation within the blue light conditions (Pearson’s r = 0.98, P < 0.001, n = 7; Fig. 5C), but again, no significant correlation within red light conditions (Pearson’s r = 0.70, P = 0.08, n = 7; Fig. 5D).

DISCUSSION

We designed a novel “Schirmer’s test + chromatic pupillometry” experimental paradigm to study the chromatic characteristics and response kinetics of light-induced lacrimation by using both melanopsin-activating blue light and melanopsin-silent red light stimulation. The results demonstrated that the blue light–induced reflex lacrimation emerged at approximately 10 cd/m² and increased monotonically with increasing stimulus intensity up to 400 cd/m². In contrast, red light induced no or minimal reflex lacrimation in all tested intensity steps. The chromatic properties and kinetics of these responses strikingly mimic those of the PIPR, an in vivo index of melanopsin photoactivity, and correspond closely to the observed dynamic range of melanopsin in vitro. It is somewhat surprising that 400 cd/m² red light induced a small but statistically significant increase of tear production, but the 400 cd/m² red PIPR is not significantly greater than baseline. We can speculate with two possible explanations for this...
phenomenon. First, in high-intensity red light conditions, a strong cone-driven extrinsic ipRGC activity may enhance the minimal melanopsin activation in ipRGCs, causing amplified PIPR and subsequent tear production. This is supported by the fact the 400 cd/m² red light stimulation caused noticeably more sustained pupil response than the red light conditions of lower intensity (Fig. 3). The PIPR changes were not statically significant because the PIPR index was computed later in the course of pupil dilatation (10–30 seconds post illumination), while the tear production measure is cumulative and reflects all the reflex lacrimation over a 1-minute interval. Secondly, there may be a secondary pathway in which the cone response to bright light mediates tear production independently of melanopsin and ipRGCs. There is no clear evidence in literature to support these hypotheses, and the exact mechanism for this phenomenon remains to be further elucidated. In the bigger picture, our results demonstrate a clear linear correlation between light-induced lacrimation and PIPR in melanopsin-activating bright blue light conditions, but not in melanopsin-silent red light conditions. These findings suggest that melanopsin phototransduction exerts a substantial influence over light-induced reflex lacrimation.

Our findings are consistent with the latest developments in our understanding of the neural circuits that link melanopsin phototransduction to ocular pain and reflex lacrimation. In a series of experiments on rats, Okamoto and colleagues and Katagiri and colleagues have demonstrated that bright light stimulation activates an area of the spinal trigeminal nucleus that subserves corneal nociception. This nociceptive photoreponse is attenuated by selective lesioning of the olivary pretectal nucleus (OPN), superior salivatory nucleus (SSN), and trigeminal ganglion, and by intraocular injection of vasoconstrictive agents. Furthermore, when OPN and SSN are blocked pharmacologically, light-induced lacrimation is also reduced. Based on these findings, a model of light-induced pain and lacrimation has been proposed where OPN and SSN are blocked pharmacologically, light-induced lacrimation is also reduced. Based on these findings, a model of light-induced pain and lacrimation has been proposed. Okamoto and coworkers and Katagiri and coworkers, however, have not investigated the source of the photic signal upstream of the OPN. Because the OPN is also the pupillary motion center in addition to its role in mediating ocular pain and lacrimation, information about the source of photic input into the OPN comes from another line of research that investigates the melanopsin-driven pupillary light response. It is now established that the OPN is heavily innervated by ipRGCs, which integrate melanopsin-driven intrinsic phototransduction as well as extrinsic synaptic input from rods and cones. Among these three components of retinal photic signals, rod phototransduction is responsible for dim light transduction and saturates early, while cone phototransduction adapts rapidly and is easily fatigued, while melanopsin phototransduction has a unique “photon-counting” ability that enables sustained coding of ambient light irradiance, making the melanopsin component more suitable than rods and cones for detecting high irradiance light exposure that is potentially harmful to the eyes. With the development of chromatic pupillometry, the phototransactivity of rods and cones as well as melanopsin-driven intrinsic phototransactivity can now be differentiated by recording the pupillary response to light of different wavelengths (blue and red) and intensity. Using the PIPR in response to bright blue light as a unique index of melanopsin-driven phototransduction to ocular pain and reflex lacrimation, our results are also consistent with reports of decreased photosensitivity in...
patients with benign essential blepharospasm who use rose-colored tinted lenses that block out bright blue light. The recent discovery of melanopsin-containing intrinsically photosensitive trigeminal ganglion cells (which we refer to here as ipTGCs) by Matynia and coauthors has provided another neural circuit whereby melanopsin photoactivity is integrated with the trigeminal nociceptive sensory input. These cells are localized predominantly in the ophthalmic (V1) area of the trigeminal ganglion. Melanopsin mRNA expression is also found in the tissue of the cornea, the choroid, and iris to which the ipTGCs project, suggesting that melanopsin may be expressed in axons of ipTGCs. Based on cellular morphology, ipTGCs appear to be nociceptive C-type fibers and/or mechanoreceptor Aδ-type fibers. In a nitroglycerin-induced migraine animal model, after the optic nerve is crushed, light aversion is still present, indicating that melanopsin activation in ipTGCs may cause eye pain/discomfort, and presumably reflex lacrimation as well.

Putting the findings of the present study and the preexisting evidence together, it is reasonable to conclude that the light-induced lacrimation, a phenomenon closely associated with photophobia, reflects a physiological outcome of melanopsin photoactivity superimposed on the trigeminal nociceptive sensory pathway. The relaying of light irradiance information likely involves both ipRGCs in the retina and ipTGCs innervating the ocular tissues. The relative contributions from these two pathways in physiological and pathologic conditions, however, remain to be elucidated. The present study also suggests that light-induced lacrimation may provide an objective, noninvasive, and convenient new approach to investigate the underlying mechanisms of photophobia in both research and clinical settings. Further studies are warranted to assess light-induced lacrimation in patients with photophobia from different etiologies.
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